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The mixing angle between theJc andJc8 baryons is shown to be small in quark model calculations, with
a negligible shift in theJc masses.@S0556-2821~97!03501-7#

PACS number~s!: 12.40.Yx, 14.20.2c, 14.40.2n

Some concern has been expressed@1,2# that mixing be-
tween theJc andJc8 baryons could have a significant effect
on their masses. However, we show here that this mixing is
small in quark model calculations, and shifts theJc and
Jc8 masses by a negligible amount@3#.

The theory for mixing between ‘‘flavor-degenerate’’ bary-
ons which, like theJc andJc8 , contain three different flavor
quarks that differ only in their internal spin composition has
been developed in Ref.@4#. TheJc andJc8 are each com-
posed of three different flavored quarks,n, s, andc. ~We use
the quark symboln to refer to either theu or d quark.! The
n ands quarks are in a relative spin 0 state for theJc , and
in a spin 1 state for theJc8 . The physicalJc andJc8 states
with massesM andM 8 can be written in terms of unmixed
quark model statesunsc& and unsc8& as

J51cosuunsc&1sinuunsc8&, ~1!

J852sinuunsc&1cosuunsc8&. ~2!

There will be a shift in mass from the pure quark state
massesM0 andM08 given by @5#

dM 852dM5Dsin2u, ~3!

whereD5M 82M is the mass difference between the two
physical states.

If flavor symmetry breaking is dominated by two body
interaction energies with a quark mass dependence
;1/mimj , then it is shown in Ref.@4# that

tan2u5
A3~m22m1!

2m32m12m2
. ~4!

For Jc andJc8 mixing, we use quark masses

m15mn5330 MeV, m25ms5510 MeV,

m35mc51.6 GeV, ~5!

with the result

uJc-Jc8
53.8°, dM 850.4 MeV. ~6!

This is our main result. The small value fordM 8 depends on
the small ratio (ms2mn)/mc50.11, which is about the same
for all quark models.

Although the assumption that the symmetry-breaking
quarki-quarkj interaction has a;1/mimj dependence is part

of most baryon mass calculations, theJc-Jc8 mixing can be
estimated more generally assuming only the dominance of
two body symmetry breaking. In fact forS-L mixing in the
light baryon sector, this is necessary because the magnetic
interaction between quarks has additional flavor indepen-
dence. For this case, theS-L mixing angle can be written in
terms of light baryon masses as@5#

sin2uS2L5
~S22S1!2~S*22S*1!

A3~S02L!
, ~7!

where the baryon symbol stands for its mass. ForS-L mix-
ing this leads to@6#

uS2L50.8°60.2°, dM 850.015 MeV. ~8!

Although the mass shift is negligible, theS-L mixing does
lead to a significant shift in theL magnetic moment of
20.04560.002 nuclear magnetons which should be included
in any quark model calculation of theL magnetic moment.

Equation ~7! for S-L mixing can be extended to the
charmed baryons by simply replacing theuds quarks of the
S0 andL in Eq. ~7! by thensc quarks of theJc andJc8
That is, as in Ref.@7#, we make the quark substitutions

u→u, d→s, s→c ~9!

everywhere in Eq.~7!. This results in

sin2uJc-Jc8
5

~Vc
02Sc

11!2~Vc*
02Sc*

11!

A3~Jc8
12Jc

1!
. ~10!

TheVc* baryon has not been observed yet, so we use the
sum rule@8#

Vc*
02Vc

052~Jc*
12Jc8

11dM 8!2~Sc*
112Sc

11!
~11!

to replace Eq.~10! with

sin2uJc-Jc8
5
2@~Sc*

112Sc
11!2~Jc*

12Jc8
1!#

~Jc8
12Jc

1!~A31tanuJc-Jc8
!

.

~12!

A similar equation holds for theJc
0 andJc8

0 baryons if the
quark substitution u→d is made in Eq. ~12!. The
tanuJc-Jc8

term in Eq.~12! is a small correction that permits

the use of only physical baryon masses in the equation.
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We use the masses1 ~in MeV!

Jc*
152644.662.3, Jc8

152563615,

Jc
152465.161.6, ~13!

Sc*
115253067, Sc

1152453 ~14!

to get the results

uJc-Jc8
522°66°, dM 8,2 MeV. ~15!

This is consistent with Eq.~6!, but better experimental accu-
racy would be required to make a significant comparison.
We have used the 1s experimental error to get the 2 MeV
limit on dM 8. This is already negligible for most applica-
tions, and would be expected to decrease as the experimental
accuracy improves.

Our conclusion is thatJc-Jc8 mixing can be consistently
neglected in quark model calculations. A similar conclusion
holds for b quark baryons where the quark substitution
c→b would lead to even smallerJb-Jb8 mixing.
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